MORN LIFT
19-Year Lift Manufacturer - Make your life no barrier!
Company Profile

Jinan Sinicmech Machinery Co., Ltd. (MORN GROUP) is a professional lift platform manufacturer and is also the biggest producer in northern China. Branded with MORN LIFT, our product category covers vertical lift platform, scissor lift table, goods lift, aerial work platform, loading dock ramp and dumbwaiter with both standard models and custom models.

MORN has been adhering to the development guideline of “Safety and Efficiency” ever since the company was founded in 2007. To provide safe, convenient and efficient lifting equipment to facilitate user’s goods handling work and aerial work, we focus on product quality, capacity and durability throughout the process of product design, manufacturing, quality test, trial running and after-sales service.

Tell us your work need and we will recommend you the best suitable lifting solution designed according to your installation site and work requirement.
PARTS OF MORN VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT

- Frame
- Drive tower
- Control panel
- Handrail
- Auto-ramp
- Supporting base
- Platform
- Safety bottom
- Side guard panel

BRIEF INTRODUCTION

- Morn Vertical Lift Platform is suitable for wheelchair users, the elderly, children and people with reduced mobility.
- It is controlled by platform control panel and wireless remote control.
- Driven by hydraulic power, it is highly efficient, stable and safe.
- Multiple safety device. With anti-drop function, when the drive chain breaks, the platform stops within 0.15 seconds; the bottom is equipped with a safety panel. If there are people or objects at the bottom, the platform cannot lower.
- More than 85% of the external parts are made of rust-proof materials (stainless steel and aluminum alloy).
- 90° or 180° in and out.
- The power supply uses single-phase power, and the control voltage uses DC24V safety voltage.
- PLC control system, safe and reliable.
- Platform load capacity 250Kg
- Lifting height is 800mm-10000mm
- Lifting speed is 60mm/s
TWO ACCESS OPTIONS OF VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT

Straight Through Access

Adjacent Access

DIMENSION OF STRAIGHT THROUGH ACCESS LIFT PLATFORM

DIMENSION OF ADJACENT ACCESS LIFT PLATFORM
DIFFERENT WORKING APPLICATIONS

(Unenclosed Lift)

(Shaftway Lift)

(Enclosure Lift)

NORMAL CASE
VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT WITH CABIN

CABIN IS MADE OF ALUMINUM PANEL AND TEMPERED GLASS. STANDARD NET CABIN SIZE IS 1330X900X2100MM.
VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT WITH GLASS ENCLOSURE

ENCLOSURE IS CONSIST OF ALUMINUM FRAME AND TEMPERED GLASS.
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